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Abstract

Needle insertion is one of the most commonly performed minimally invasive surgical procedures.
Such needle insertions are often performed either for diagnosis (e.g., biopsy) or therapy (e.g.,
brachytherapy), both of which require accurate needle placement. Needle insertions are frequently
performed under ultrasound image-guidance which provides visual feedback. Clinicians usually use
rigid bevel-tipped needles that easily cut and penetrate the soft tissue. The steering capabilities
of rigid bevel-tipped needles are limited. Thin and flexible bevel-tipped needles offer steering
capabilities which allow the needle to be steered around sensitive organs and obstacles to reach a
target. Accurate steering of a flexible needle in three-dimensional (3D) space is a demanding task
which requires needle visualization during the insertion.

In this study, real-time 3D needle tip pose feedback is obtained by a novel technique which
uses a two-dimensional (2D) ultrasound transducer. The 2D transducer is positioned at the needle
tip, and orientated perpendicular to the direction of needle insertion. Position measurement of the
needle tip in the out-of-plane direction of the transducer cannot be obtained directly. Therefore, the
transducer needs to be repositioned at the needle tip during insertion, which is done by a positioning
device. The required out-of-plane motion of the transducer is determined by the needle insertion
velocity which is corrected by the tip velocities. Positioning of the transducer at the needle tip
allows for computation of the tip pose, which is required for needle steering. Experiments show
that maximum mean errors in needle tip positions are 0.64 mm, 0.25 mm and 0.27 mm along the
insertion-, horizontal- and vertical-axes, respectively. The determined needle tip orientation errors
are 2.68◦ and 2.83◦ about horizontal- and vertical-axes, respectively.

The needle tip pose is used in path planning in order to compute a needle trajectory to reach
a desired target while avoiding an obstacle. The planner uses a customized Rapidly-exploring
Random Trees (RRTs)-based path planner to determine feasible trajectories. The needle trajectory
is determined by optimizing clinically motivated criteria in order to minimize tissue damage, or
to maximize safety. The needle is controlled along such a trajectory by duty-cycled spinning of
the needle during insertion. Experiments show needle steering with maximum targeting error of
3.5 mm (RMS) for the case with both a moving obstacle and target. Improved needle steering
can be achieved by combining visualization with path planning and duty cycling, which offers the
clinician an increase in targeting accuracy during minimally invasive procedures.
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Introduction

During the last decade there has been a significant increase in Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS). As
research in the direction of MIS advances, more MIS technology becomes available for procedures.
In MIS, the instrument is inserted into the body via a small incision allowing the clinician to perform
a specific procedure. An example of MIS is percutaneous needle insertion. The needle punctures the
skin and is used to perform a specific task at a specific location (Fig. 1). In Fig. 1(a), a breast biopsy

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Examples of minimally invasive surgical procedures. (a) A breast tissue biopsy, the
needle is used to remove a small piece of tissue sample for diagnostic purposes (Healthwise Incor-
porate c©). (b) A prostate Brachytherapy procedure, the needle is used to insert an encapsulated
radioactive seeds into the prostate, inside or next to the area requiring treatment (SeeDOS Ltd.
c©)

is performed by inserting a needle. The needle is inserted to remove tissue for diagnoses. Needles are
not only capable of tissue removal, they can also be employed to perform specialized treatment. In
Fig. 1(b), brachytherapy is performed which implants multiple encapsulated radioactive seeds inside
or near lesions tissue within the prostate. MIS has numerous advantages over traditionally open
surgery, where large incisions are required to perform a specific task. MIS reduces patient trauma,
scarring, risk at infection and results in shorter recovery time. But MIS has not only advantages,
the clinician usually needs to rely on imaging modalities (e.g., computed tomography (CT) scans,
fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance (MR) or ultrasound images) during procedure. Despite the various
imaging modalities to visualize the needle, manual needle insertion remains a demanding task which
requires extensive training. Even well trained and experienced clinicians are not always capable of
reaching the target at once, therefore multiple insertion are required. Needle misplacement may
result in misdiagnosis or unsuccessful treatment.

An alternative to manual needle insertion is robotic needle insertion (Fig. 2). Robotic steering
of needles can be used to improve needle placement and to reduce the number of insertions required
to reach the target. In order to steer the needle, a flexible bevel-tipped needle is used. During
needle insertion, the asymmetric forces distributed at the needle tip, causing it to deflection in the
direction of the bevel tip. By rotating the needle during insertion, its path can be controlled in
order to steer the needle to reach a target.

3
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Figure 2: Illustration of needle steering. The needle is steered under ultrasound image-guidance
using a needle insertion device. The needle is steered to reach a target while avoiding an obstacle.

Thesis Outline

The thesis is composed of three parts. The first part focuses on the design of a positioning device
that is used to position the ultrasound transducer at the needle tip during insertion. Experiments
are performed to evaluate the design specifications of the positioning device. The second part
describes the three-dimensional (3D) tracking of flexible needles using two-dimensional (2D) ul-
trasound images. The positioning device designed in first part is used to position the ultrasound
transducer to enable 3D needle tip tracking. Experiments are performed to evaluate the needle tip
tracking accuracy. The third part presents the three-dimensional planning and steering of flexible
needles. The proposed needle tip tracking method of part two is used to provide needle tip pose
feedback used in path planning. The path planner determines the needle trajectory along which the
needle is to be steered in order to reach a target while avoiding an obstacle. The thesis concludes
with a conclusion on the work that was performed and provides recommendations for future work.
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Ultrasound Transducer Positioning Device for Real-Time
Three-Dimensional Flexible Needle Tracking

Abstract— Needle insertion is one of the most commonly
performed minimally invasive procedures. Visualization of the
needle during insertion is of great importance to perform a
successful medical procedure. Improper or loss of visualization
can cause the needle to be misplaced, which can result in misdi-
agnosis and delayed or unsuccessful treatment. Positioning the
ultrasound transducer at a desired location to provide proper
visual feedback is a demanding task. This work presents a de-
vice capable of real-time positioning the ultrasound transducer
in three-dimensional space at the needle tip location during
procedures. Experiments are performed to evaluate velocity
control of the device. Results show that a robotic positioning
device is developed according to requirements for ultrasound-
guided needle tracking. This study presents a positioning device
to accurate position the ultrasound transducer and thereby
improve needle visualization during medical procedures.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most commonly performed minimally in-
vasive procedures is needle insertion. Proper visualization
of the needle is of great importance for either successful
diagnosis (e.g., biopsies) or therapy (e.g., brachytherapy).
Improper needle visualization can cause needle misplace-
ment, which can result in misdiagnosis and delayed or
unsuccessful treatment [1], [2]. Percutaneous interventions
involving needles are often performed under image-guidance,
including computed tomography (CT) scans, fluoroscopy,
magnetic resonance (MR) or ultrasound imaging. Some of
these techniques have drawbacks, where CT scans expose the
patient to high doses of radiation, and MR-guided procedures
are incompatible with magnetic objects [3], [4]. Ultrasound
is a commonly used imaging modality to visualize the needle
and target during procedure, which is proven to be accessible
and safe to use [5], [6].

The ultrasound transducer must be proper positioned to
provide the clinician with feedback of the needle or target
location. Proper positioning of the ultrasound transducer at
the desired location is a demanding task. Several studies
show the use robotic devices performing the positioning
task of the ultrasound transducer. The use of a robot
which enables ultrasound transducer positioning via shared
control between clinician and image processing has been
documented by [7]. In literature, robotic devices are also
reported to enable carotid artery or target motion tracking
by [8], [9], respectively. Other studies use robotic devices
to construct a volume from 2D ultrasound images [10],

This work was supported by funds from the Netherlands Organization for
Scientific Research (NWO).

Insertion

Rotation
Needle

1

2

3

Fig. 1. A flexible needle with a bevel tip is inserted in the soft-
tissue simulant by a needle insertion device (NID) 1©. Depending on the
orientation of the bevel tip, the needle can deflect in the three-dimensional
space. An ultrasound transducer 2© is used to track the needle tip, which
is placed perpendicular to the needle insertion direction. The ultrasound
transducer is repositioned by a positioning device along 3© at the needle
tip during needle insertion.

[11]. Neshat and Patel used 2D ultrasound to construct a
volume along the needle shaft, which is used to track flexible
needles in real-time [12]. However, the volume size remains
a compromise between its size and acquisition time, which
is limited in real-time applications. A method for real-time
3D flexible needle tip tracking is to place the ultrasound
transducer perpendicular with respect to the needle insertion
direction. During needle insertion, the transducer needs to be
repositioned by a device that compensates for movement in
the out-of-plane direction. Therefore, this method requires a
positioning device that enables compensation for needle tip
motion during insertion.

Therefore this paper presents a positioning device that
enables the perpendicular placed ultrasound transducer to
move according the needle tip motion. The positioning
device allows translational motions in 3D, which can be
controlled in both position and velocity.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes
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requirements for the positioning device, its design and fab-
rication. Section III, the experiments performed to evaluate
the velocity control of the positioning device. Section IV, a
conclusion and directions for future work is provided.

II. DESIGN AND FABRICATION

This section describes the design and fabrication of the
ultrasound transducer positioning device. First, the problem
analysis is performed and requirements are determined. A
design was made in order to fulfill all requirements. Finally,
the fabrication of the positioning device is presented.

A. Problem Analysis

The main function of the of the positioning device is to
position the ultrasound transducer in order to visualize the
needle tip during insertion. The 2D ultrasound transducer
needs to be positioned along all axes of a 3D environment
allowing it to track the needle tip over a horizontal surface
(e.g., cubic shaped soft-tissue simulant). The positioning
device will mainly be used to track the needle tip in 3D
by holding a perpendicular orientated ultrasound transducer.
However, the design should consider further development.
Further development could be needle tracking in a traditional
manner, whereby the image plane of the transducer is placed
along the needle shaft to visualize the needle shape. Other
developments could be tracking of target or obstacle motion.
Most likely more degrees of freedom (DOF) will be added to
the device. For instance, rotation of the transducer allows the
needle, target or obstacle to be tracked over curved surfaces.
Besides further development, the needle insertion device
(NID) design specifications should be considered. [13]. The
positioning device will generally be used in combination with
the NID, which makes it important to match specifications.
These specifications are, needle insertion velocity and inser-
tion depth, as well for the allowed soft-tissue simulant size.

The ultrasound transducer which is orientated perpendic-
ular to the needle insertion axis (Fig. 2) provides a radial
cross-sectional view of the needle. The images are acquired
at a frequency of 25 Hz (image every 40 ms) using a
Siemens Acuson S2000 ultrasound machine (Siemens AG,
Erlangen, Germany). The ultrasound machine is linked to
a computer via S-video capturing device which transfers
the images (720×576 pixels) with an effective resolution
of 0.12 mm/pixel. The transducer must be located along the
insertion axis at the needle tip during insertion to determine
the needle tip position. The needle tip will initially move
in the insertion direction, but deflection occurs due to the
asymmetric distributed force at the bevel-tip. Compensation
for the out-of-plane motion of the needle tip is required to
obtain the needle tip position during insertion. In order to
determine the required out-of-plane motion of the transducer,
the needle insertion velocity is corrected by tip velocities
(in-plane needle tip deflection). The transducer needs to
be accelerated when the needle tip enters the ultrasound
image plane in order to catch up with the needle tip motion.
Needle insertion velocities up to 20 mm/s are considered.

Rotation

Insertion
Bevel tip

Transducer

Positioning

Ultrasound image

Fig. 2. A flexible bevel-tipped needle is inserted in the soft-tissue
simulant. During insertion the needle deflects along a curved trajectory in
the direction of the bevel-tip. An two-dimensional ultrasound transducer is
placed perpendicular to the needle insertion-axis. The transducer is relocated
along the insertion-axis at the needle tip during insertion to provide visual
feedback.

The transducer position can be described by,

x(t) = x0 + v0t+
1

2
amaxt

2, (1)

where amax represent the acceleration of the transducer,
and x0 and v0 its initial position and velocity, respectively.
The initial position and velocity of the transducer equals
zero. Hence, the required transducer acceleration amax can
be computed according,

amax =
2x(t)

t2
. (2)

The time between images is known to be 40 ms, and the
needle insertion velocity to be 20 mm/s. During this period
of time, the needle tip travels a distance of 0.8 mm. Thus,
the required acceleration of the transducer can be computed
according (2), which is determined at 1 m/s2.

1) Requirements: The design requirements of the ultra-
sound transducer positioning device are provided in Table I.
The span describes the positioning reach of the ultrasound
transducer, which should cover the entire surface of the
largest cubical-shaped soft-tissue simulants used. The ve-
locity of the ultrasound transducer should be larger than
the needle insertion velocity. Although, it is desirable that
initial positioning of the ultrasound transducer is done at
high velocities. In order to catch up with the needle tip, the
transducer needs to be accelerated. The required acceleration
ensures that the stationary transducer is moved such that
subsequent ultrasound image is taken at the needle tip. The
positioning accuracy should be less than the mm per pixel
resolution of the ultrasound images to provide sub-pixel
accuracy.
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TABLE I
THE POSITIONING DEVICE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS: THE TOTAL SPAN,

VELOCITY, ACCELERATION AND POSITIONING ACCURACY OF THE

ULTRASOUND TRANSDUCER ALONG THE x-, y- AND z-AXES.

Requirement x-axis y-axis z-axis
Span 200 mm 200 mm 50 mm

Velocity � 20 mm/s � 20 mm/s � 20 mm/s
Acceleration 1 m/s2 1 m/s2 1 m/s2

Positioning Accuracy < 0.12 mm < 0.12 mm < 0.12 mm

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Positioning devices: (a) Robotic arm, (b) Delta robot and (c)
Cartesian robot

2) Considerations: In order to use the positioning device
in the existing setup, several design considerations should
be made. In terms of safety, the whereabouts of the robotic
positioning device should be bounded to a specific working
area. The working area is limited by a frame which surrounds
the setup, which is used to mount the auxiliary-hardware
(e.g., CCD cameras and light sources) used for experiments.
The existing setup uses calibrated stereo cameras, which
should preferable not be removed during operation of the
positioning device. It is allowed that the camera view is
obstructed when the positioning device is used. Further, in
order to provide consistent measurements, a clamp should be
developed which holds the ultrasound transducer in a fixed
pose.

B. Design

Several robotic positioning devices are considered, includ-
ing robotic arms with sufficient degrees of freedom (DOF),
delta robots and Cartesian robots in Fig. 3(a), (b) and (c),
respectively. All devices are capable of accurately position
the ultrasound transducer at the needle tip during needle
insertion. Although, the size and large reach of the industri-
alized robotic arm, combined with the limited working area
of the setup, introduces potential safety issues. Further, the
delta robot which should be mounted above the soft-tissue
simulant conflicts with the mounted camera in the existing
setup. In order to use the setup for various experiments, the
exchange between delta robot and camera is required. The
exchange of devices consumes conversion time and might
require re-calibration for every experiment. The use of a
Cartesian robot can be well integrated in the existing setup.
The reach of the Cartesian robot is well known and can be
configured such that it does not conflict with the existing
hardware. Further, the Cartesian robot can be positioned
outside the view of the cameras such that various experiments

T
F

N : 1
LJM

JG JS
ML

Motor Gravity

Fig. 4. The Ideal Physical Model (IPM) of a linear stage, including
motor, gear head, lead screw, load mass and the loads gravitational force. T
represents the torque delivered by the electric motor, while F describes the
gravitational force acting on the load mass (ML). Further, JM , JG and JS
describe the inertias of the motor, gear head and lead spindle, respectively.
N describes the gear head reduction ratio, while L describes the lead (pitch)
of the lead screw.

TABLE II
THE LEAD SPINDLE AND LOAD PARAMETERS. JS REPRESENTS THE

SPINDLE INERTIA, WHILE L DESCRIBES THE LEAD OF THE SPINDLE.
THE POSITIONING ACCURACY IS GIVEN BY ε. THE STARTING TORQUE

OF THE LINEAR STAGE IS DESCRIBED BY TF . THE DRIVEN LOAD IS

DENOTED BY ML .

x-axis y-axis z-axis
JS [kgm2] 5.65 · 10−6 2.23 · 10−6 0.63 · 10−6

L [mm] 5 5 5
ε [mm] 0.0076 0.0072 0.0077

TF [mNm] 40.0 20.0 12.0
ML [kg] 10.0 6.0 3.0

can be performed without additional conversion time and re-
calibration. Therefore, a Cartesian robotic device is designed
according to design requirements and considerations. Three
linear stages are orthogonally mounted on top of each other
to position the ultrasound transducer in 3D (Fig. 1). The
first linear stage (x-axis) and a passive guide are positioned
parallel to the needle insertion direction. A second linear
stage (y-axis) is used to span the distance between the first
linear stage and the passive guide. The passive guide is used
to support the weight of second linear stage, which prevents
it from sagging. A leaf spring system connects the passive
guide with the second linear stage. The leaf spring system
is used relax the constraint on parallelism between the first
stage and passive guide. The third linear stage (z-axis) is
mounted on top of the second linear stage which completes
the 3 DOF positioning device.

1) Motor Calculations: In order to actuate the linear
stages, calculations must be performed to determine the
required motor and gear head specifications. An Ideal Phys-
ical Model (IPM) which describes a single linear stage is
presented in Fig. 4. Prior knowledge about the parameters
can be found in Table II. The desired load force can be
computed by,

FL = mLamax +mLg, (3)

where amax represents the constant acceleration of the ul-
trasound transducer according to (2), and g the gravitational
acceleration. The gravitational acceleration only affects the
z-axis, hence the gravitational force mLg equals zero in
x- and y-axes. Since there is no prior information on the
gear head and motor, we initially choose the gear head
transmission ratio N equal to 1, and assume zero gear head
and motor inertia. Later will be shown that these assumptions
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TABLE III
THE MOTOR SPECIFICATIONS: P DESCRIBES THE ELECTRIC MOTOR

POWER. JM REPRESENTS THE MOTOR INERTIA, WHILE Vnom

DESCRIBES THE NOMINAL VELOCITY UNDER NOMINAL LOAD. THE

NOMINAL AND STALL TORQUES ARE DENOTED BY Tnom AND Tstall ,
RESPECTIVELY.

x-axis y-axis z-axis
P [W] 25 12 12

JM [kgm2] 0.445 · 10−6 0.225 · 10−6 0.225 · 10−6

Vnom [rpm] 10400 12100 12100
Tnom [mNm] 22.5 10.8 10.8
Tstall [mNm] 121.0 35.1 35.1

TABLE IV
THE GEAR HEAD SPECIFICATIONS: N DESCRIBES THE TRANSMISSION

RATIO. THE BACKLASH AT THE OUTPUT SHAFT OF THE GEAR HEAD IS

DESCRIBED BY B. JG REPRESENTS THE GEAR HEAD INERTIA. Tcon
DESCRIBES THE MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS TORQUE, WHILE Tip

DESCRIBES THE INTERMITTENT PERMISSIBLE TORQUE AT THE OUTPUT.
THE GEAR HEAD EFFICIENCY IS DENOTED BY η.

x-axis y-axis z-axis
N 4.8 : 1 5.4 : 1 14 : 1

B [◦] 0.7 1.0 1.2
JG [kgm2] 0.15 · 10−6 0.05 · 10−6 0.04 · 10−6

Tcon [Nm] 1.00 0.50 0.60
Tip [Nm] 1.25 0.80 0.90
η [%] 80 84 70

can be made. Further, since there is also no prior knowledge
on the dynamic friction, the starting torque TF is assumed
to be equal to the dynamic friction. The required angular
acceleration of the motor is then given by,

φ̈m =
2π

L
amax, (4)

which can be used to determine the initial required motor
torque,

Tinit = φ̈mJS +
L

2π
FL + TF . (5)

From (5) the following values for Tinit are calculated: 55.1
mNm, 27.6 mNm, and 38.6 mNm for the linear stages of x-
, y- and z-axes, respectively. By using the computed values
for Tinit, the motors and gear heads combinations are chosen
((Table III) and (Table IV), repectively). In order to evaluate
if the earlier made assumptions do not conflict with the
selected motor gear head combinations, the required motor
torque can be computed with all known parameters,

T = Nφ̈mJM +
1

ηN
(φ̈mJG + Tinit), (6)

which equal 14.2 mNm, 6.6 mNm and 6.7 mNm for the
linear stages of x-, y- and z-axes, respectively. The computed
motor torques T are within the specifications of selected
motors (Table (III)). Thus, the assumptions could be made
in order to determine the motor and gear head combinations.
Further, the load velocities (VL) can be computed according
to,

VL =
Vnom
60

L

N
, (7)

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Time [s]

V
el

oc
ity

Profile

Fig. 5. The velocity profile applied to evaluate velocity control. A velocity
step is applied to evaluate acceleration, deceleration (negative acceleration)
and the referenced velocity.

which equals 181, 186 and 72 mm/s (x-, y- and z-linear
stages, respectively). Thus, it is shown that the computed
load velocities satisfy the requirements of Table I.

C. Fabrication

The positioning device is fabricated by three orthogonally-
placed translational stages LX30, LX26 and LX20 (Misumi
Group Inc., Tokyo, Japan). The three translational stages
enable movement with an effective span of, 206 mm, 173
mm, and 73 mm in x-, y- and z-axes, respectively. Each stage
is actuated by an ECMax22 motor (Table III) with a GP32/22
gear head (Table IV) (Maxon Motor, Sachseln, Switzerland),
which is velocity controlled by an Elmo Whistle 2.5/60
motor controller (Elmo Motion Control Ltd, Petach-Tikva,
Israel). The positioning accuracy of the linear stages are
given in Table II. If we assume torsional stiffness of the
gear head, the positioning accuracy of the gear head could be
determined from the gear backlash (Table IV). By combining
the inaccuracies introduced by the linear stage and the gear
head, the positioning accuracy of the complete positioning
device can be determined. The positioning accuracy of the
positioning device is determined at 27 µm, 35 µm and 41 µm
along the x-, y- and z-axes, respectively. In order to pro-
vide consistent measurements, the ultrasound transducer is
clamped at the end-effector in a fixed pose using a special
designed clamp. A 3D scan of the ultrasound transducer was
made using a Vivid 910 3D laser scanner (Konica Minolta
Sensing, Inc., Tokyo, Japan). The 3D scan is used to design
a transducer clamp capable of fixing the transducer in a fixed
pose at end-effector of the positioning device. The designed
clamp is 3D printed using a Eden 250 3D printer (Objet
Ltd., Rehovot, Israel) and mounted at the positioning device
end-effector.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the positioning device used to position the
ultrasound transducer is evaluated. In order to evaluate the
performance of the positioning device, experiments are per-
formed and corresponding results presented and discussed.
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Fig. 6. The velocity responses to the applied velocity profiles (Fig. 5). Tacc describes the time to accelerate to reach the required velocity, while Tdcc
describes the time to decelerate to zero velocity.

A. Experimental plan

The positioning device enables movement of the ultra-
sound transducer along x-, y- and z-axes. The motion of
the stages are velocity controlled. In order to evaluate the
requirements of Table I, a velocity profile is applied (Fig. 5).
The velocity step sizes are chosen, 150, 100 and 50 mm/s
in x-, y- and z-axes, respectively.

B. Results and Discussion

The responses to the velocity profiles can be found in
Fig. 6. From the results in Fig. 6, acceleration times of
140 ms, 50 ms and 50 ms can be observed in x-, y-
and z-axes, respectively. The corresponding accelerations are
1071 mm/s2, 2000 mm/s2 and 2000 mm/s2. From these
results can be concluded that the specifications of Table I
are met. Further, the decelerations times are determined at
130 ms, 50 ms and 50 ms in x-, y- and z-axes, respec-
tively. The corresponding decelerations are 1154 mm/s2,
2000 mm/s2 and 2000 mm/s2, which also satisfy the require-
ments. It is shown that the velocity step sizes of 150 mm/s,

100 mm/s and 50 mm/s are reached, which also consents the
requirements.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Experiments are performed to evaluate velocity control of
the ultrasound positioning device. Results show that a robotic
positioning device is constructed according the requirements
for ultrasound-guided needle tracking (Table I). Therefore,
this study presents a positioning device capable of accurate
positioning the ultrasound transducer and thereby improves
needle visualization during medical procedures.

For future work, we will add more DOF to the posi-
tioning device. More DOF allows for ultrasound needle tip
tracking and target motion tracking over curved surfaces.
The additional degrees of freedom provides tracking in more
clinically relevant scenarios.
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Real-Time Three-Dimensional Flexible Needle
Tracking using Two-Dimensional Ultrasound
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University of Twente, The Netherlands

Abstract— Needle insertion is one of the most commonly
performed minimally invasive procedures. Visualization of the
needle during insertion is key for either successful diagnosis
or therapy. This work presents the real-time three-dimensional
tracking of flexible needles during insertion into a soft-tissue
simulant using a two-dimensional ultrasound transducer. The
transducer is placed perpendicular to the needle tip to measure
its position. During insertion the transducer is robotically repo-
sitioned to track the needle tip. Positioning of the transducer
is accomplished via an estimator, that uses the needle insertion
velocity corrected by needle tip velocities to estimate out-of-
plane motion. Experiments are performed to validate the needle
tip pose during tracking. The maximum mean errors in needle
tip position along the x-, y- and z-axes are 0.64 mm, 0.25 mm
and 0.27 mm, respectively. The error in tip orientations (θ-
about the y-axis and φ-about the z-axis) are 2.68◦ and 2.83◦,
respectively. This study demonstrates the feasibility to use
needle tip pose feedback to robotically steer needles, and
thereby improve accuracy of medical procedures.

I. INTRODUCTION

In numerous minimally invasive medical procedures nee-
dles are inserted into tissue either for diagnosis or therapy.
The success of the procedure depends on needle place-
ment accuracy. Needle misplacement can cause misdiagnosis
(e.g., biopsies) and delayed or unsuccessful treatment (e.g.,
brachytherapy) [1], [2]. Needle insertion is often performed
under image-guidance, e.g., computed tomography (CT)
scans, fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance (MR) or ultrasound
images. Using CT has drawbacks, as the patient is exposed
to high doses of radiation during the procedure [3]. MR-
guided procedures can only be combined with instruments
made of nonmagnetic and dielectric materials [4]. Ultrasound
is proven to be a safe and an accessible imaging technique
to visualize both the needle and target (lesion) during the
procedure [5], [6].

During such procedures, rigid needles give the clini-
cian limited steering capabilities to compensate for target
motion, and initial misalignment between the needle and
target. Recent studies show methods to deal with the men-
tioned problems, which involve pre-operative planning, target
motion compensation and robot-controlled insertions [7]–
[10]. Flexible needles with asymmetric (e.g., bevel) tips
can be steered to compensate for target motion and ini-
tial misalignment. Further, this enables the capability to
avoid sensitive organs (e.g., blood vessels) and obstacles

This work was supported by funds from the Netherlands Organization for
Scientific Research (NWO).
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Fig. 1. A flexible needle 1© with a bevel tip is inserted in the soft-
tissue simulant 2©. Depending on the orientation of the bevel tip, the
needle can deflect in the three-dimensional space. The needle tip is tracked
by an ultrasound transducer 3©, which is placed perpendicular to the
needle insertion direction. The two-dimensional ultrasound image plane 4©
provides a radial cross-sectional view of the needle. During insertion the
ultrasound transducer is robotically repositioned to track the needle tip in
real-time.

(e.g., bones). For all these capabilities the needle needs to
be accurately controlled. Robotic needle insertion devices
have been used in previous studies to improve the needle
placement accuracy [10]–[15]. Some of these studies use
two-dimensional (2D) ultrasound to assist the robotically
inserted needles, but movement is limited to the 2D im-
age plane [10], [12]. Neshat and Patel used real-time 2D
ultrasound images to construct a volume in which curved
needles are tracked [16]. However, the volume remains a
compromise between its size and acquisition time. Track-
ing surgical instruments such as cardiac catheters using
three-dimensional (3D) ultrasound images has also been
demonstrated [17], [18]. However, the 3-8 mm diameter of
these cardiac catheters (some equipped with markers) are
significantly larger than the diameter (0.5-1.0 mm) of flexible
needles. Therefore, the cardiac catheters will result in a more
detailed reproduction than a flexible needle. Modern 3D
ultrasound transducers available for real-time applications
have a limited voxel resolution. Low voxel resolutions
of 3D ultrasound limits accurate needle tip detection up
to 3 mm [19]. Nadeau and Krupa described target motion
tracking with 2D ultrasound [20], but the allowed target
motion was limited. No available studies to date describe
real-time 3D tracking of flexible needles inserted into soft-
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Fig. 2. Image processing methodology to determine the needle centroid location (yc,zc) in the ultrasound images. (a) The ultrasound input image is
a radial cross-sectional view of the needle with the comet tail artifact (CTA). (b) In order to minimize speckle in the ultrasound image, a median filter
is applied to the needle with the CTA. (c) A binary image is obtained by thresholding. (d) The remaining speckle in the image is removed by erosion
and dilation. (e) A line detection algorithm using Hough transform is applied to detect the needle with the CTA. This line is denoted AB. (f) In AB, A
represents the needle surface. The needle centroid (yc, zc) is evaluated as the center of the red circle (since the diameter of the needle is known).

tissue. This paper presents a novel technique to track flexible
needles in 3D using a 2D ultrasound transducer. The 2D
ultrasound transducer is placed perpendicular with respect
to the needle insertion direction (Fig. 1). The transducer is
unable to measure needle tip movement in its out-of-plane
direction directly. Therefore, an estimator is used to evaluate
the out-of-plane motion. The transducer is then repositioned
by a positioning device to compensate for movement in the
out-of-plane direction. This enables 3D real-time tracking of
the needle tip through the soft-tissue simulant.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes
the image processing algorithm used to detect the needle tip
location from 2D ultrasound images. Further, computation of
the needle tip pose, and the image-guided motion controller
used for repositioning of the ultrasound transducer during
insertion are discussed. Section III describes the setup and
experiments performed to validate the performance of the
needle tip tracking system, and results are also presented.
Finally in Section IV, we conclude and provide directions
for future work.

II. METHODS

This section presents a method to track the needle tip
in 3D by using a 2D ultrasound transducer. First, image
processing to locate the needle in ultrasound images is
described. Subsequently, computations required to determine
the needle tip pose are explained. Finally, the controller
which positions the ultrasound transducer at the needle tip
is presented.

A. Ultrasound Image Processing

Needle tip position feedback for control is provided
by ultrasound image processing. The ultrasound trans-
ducer is placed perpendicular to the needle insertion direc-
tion (Fig. 1). The images show a 2D radial cross-sectional
view of the needle, which has ideally a circular shape.
However the circular shape is deformed by the reverberation
artifact as shown in Fig. 2(a) [21]. Reverberation occurs
when sound waves are repeatedly reflected between different
boundaries, that are introduced by differences in acoustic

impedances between materials. The acoustic impedance dif-
ference between needle and soft tissue is significant. The
impedance difference results in multiple and strong bouncing
echoes in the needle before returning to the transducer, which
causes the artifact. The resulting artifact which has a tail-
shaped structure in images of equally spaced echoes along
the ultrasound wave is often referred to as the comet tail
artifact (CTA) [22]. The length of the tail-shaped structure
depends on the echoes that are received by the transducer.

An image processing algorithm is developed to deter-
mine the location of the needle, which is affected by
the CTA (Fig. 2). Ultrasound images with a radial cross-
sectional view of the needle are used. The needle visibility is
enhanced, and speckling is removed by applying basic image
processing techniques such as, median filtering, thresholding,
and erosion and dilation in Fig. 2(b), (c) and (d), respectively.
A line detection algorithm based on Hough transform is
used to find a set of vertical line segments describing the
needle with the CTA. Each line segment must be at least
the length of the needle diameter. We assume that the
needle has a symmetric shape along the ultrasound sound
wave (z-axis of frame (Ψu) in Fig. 2). By using both the
symmetry property and the set of vertical line segments, a
mean line segment (AB) describing the needle with the CTA
is determined (Fig. 2(e)). Changes in the length of the tail-
shaped structure of the CTA will affect the mean line segment
at B. The mean line segment at A represents a point on
the surface of the needle. The needle centroid (yc, zc) is
located on AB, at a distance equal to the radius of the needle
from A (Fig. 2(f)). If the transducer is properly positioned at
the needle tip, the centroid (yc, zc) can be used to compute
the needle tip pose.

B. Needle Tip Pose Computation
An overview of the various coordinate systems required

to compute the needle tip pose are provided in Fig. 3. The
needle is inserted with velocity (vi) along the x-axis in the
soft-tissue simulant by the needle insertion device (NID). In
order to provide feedback, the needle tip position expressed
in the fixed reference frame (Ψ0) given by,

p0
t =

[
px py pz

]T
, (1)
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Fig. 3. Overview of the various coordinate systems required to compute the needle tip pose. Frame (Ψn) is located at the end-effector of the needle
insertion device. Fixed reference frame (Ψ0) is at the point where the needle enters the soft-tissue simulant, while frame (Ψt) is fixed to the needle tip.
Frame (Ψp) is located at the end-effector of the positioning device, while frame (Ψu) is assigned to the two-dimensional ultrasound image. Frame (Ψt̂)
is at the needle tip as determined by the controller. The aberration in the transducer along the needle insertion direction is denoted by ±δ.

must be computed. Positioning the transducer at the needle
tip allows the tip frame to be expressed in fixed reference
frame by a series of coordinate transformations. Whereby the
needle centroid (yc, zc), obtained by image processing, de-
scribes the needle tip frame with respect to ultrasound image
frame. For computational simplicity we assume frames (Ψu

and Ψp) to coincide. The end-effector frame of the posi-
tioning device can be expressed in the fixed reference frame
by position feedback. The consecutive transformations allow
the needle tip position (p0

t ) to be computed. In order to
compute (p0

t ) during needle insertion, repositioning of the
ultrasound transducer to compensate for out-of-plane motion
is required. We assume that needle buckling does not occur
during insertion. Thus, the needle tip velocity (‖ṗ0

t‖) equals
to the insertion velocity (‖vi‖),

‖vi‖ =
√
ṗ2x + ṗ2y + ṗ2z. (2)

Hence, the needle tip velocity along the x-axis (frame (Ψ0))
which must be compensated for is given by,

ṗx =
√
‖vi‖2 − ṗ2y − ṗ2z, (3)

where ṗy and ṗz are the needle tip deflection velocities cal-
culated by taking time derivatives of needle tip positions (py
and pz), respectively. The complete needle tip pose requires
orientations (ψ, θ and φ) of the needle tip about the x-, y-
and z-axes, respectively. Needle tip orientation can not be
obtained by direct measurement. Although needle tip rotation
about the y- and z-axes can be computed by,

φ = tan−1

(
∆py
∆px

)
and θ = tan−1

(
∆pz
∆px

)
, (4)

respectively. Needle tip orientation about the x-axis (ψ) is
obtained from the NID, where we assumed no torsion along

the needle shaft during rotation. The orientations (ψ, θ and φ)
of the needle tip are used to determine rotation matrix (R0

t ).
Thus, if the pose is known, the homogeneous transformation
(H) can be computed,

H0
t =

[
R0
t p0

t

0T3 1

]
, (5)

that relates the needle tip frame (Ψt) to fixed reference
frame (Ψ0). It is essential to control the transducer to
accurately obtain the needle tip pose during insertion.

C. Ultrasound Image-Guided Controller

The controller is used to position the ultrasound trans-
ducer, and to obtain position feedback of the needle tip
(Fig. 4). The needle tip position is denoted by p, where
the velocity (ṗ) is calculated by taking the time derivative.
For notational simplicity, we do not include frame Ψ0 in the
variables presented in this sub-section. The compensator is
used to move the ultrasound transducer according the needle
tip velocity (ṗx). Error in the estimation of ṗx results in a
positioning error of the ultrasound transducer along the x-
axis (frame (Ψ0)),

δ =| px − p̂x |, (6)

where p̂x is the needle tip along x-axis as determined
by the controller and δ is the error in transducer position
along the x-axis. The needle tip pose error (E ∈ R4×4)
between frames (Ψt and Ψt̂) is introduced by δ. Closed-
loop control reduces δ. From ultrasound images it can be
determined whether the needle is in- or out-of-plane. In the
latter case, the ultrasound transducer is positioned ahead of
the needle. Thus, by gain scheduling of velocity gain Ke used
to move the transducer along x-axis (frame (Ψ0)), which is
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Fig. 4. The controller architecture used to track the needle tip in real-time, as it is inserted through the soft-tissue simulant. Transducer positioning along
the x-axis (Ψ0) is performed by a compensator and gain scheduler (Ke) according (3) and (7), respectively. The proportional-derivative-(PD)-controller
(proportional gain (Kp = 0.4) and derivative gain (Kd = 0.1)) is used to compensate the needle tip motion along the y-axis (frame (Ψ0)), while motion
in z-axis (frame (Ψ0)) is not compensated for. A cartesian robotic system is used to position the ultrasound transducer at the needle tip to measure its
position, which is denoted by p. The time derivative of p results in ṗ. The reference positions and velocities are denoted by pr and ṗr , respectively. The
Kalman observer is used to minimize the effects of process (w) and measurement (v) noise on the states (p and ṗ), and to predict the subsequent state.

increased or decreased when the needle is in- or out-of-plane,
respectively. Gain scheduling is chosen as,

Ke =

{
1.05 if needle is in-plane
0.5 if needle is out-of-plane (7)

By employing gain scheduling, the transducer is forced to
move towards the needle tip and thus, minimizes δ. In-
plane control of the ultrasound transducer along the y-axis
(frame Ψ0) is done by a standard proportional-derivative-
(PD)-controller, which allows the needle to move beyond
the width (5.5 cm) of the ultrasound transducer. The z-
axis (frame Ψ0) is not controlled during needle tracking, but
is used to position the ultrasound transducer at the surface
of the soft-tissue simulant. A Kalman observer is added to
minimize the influence of noise on the states (p and ṗ),
and to predict the subsequent states based on the needle tip
velocity [23]. If the ultrasound transducer is placed ahead of
the needle, the subsequent states are based on constant needle
tip velocity. Without measurement updates the uncertainty
of the projected states increase, which makes it important to
minimize the duration of measurement absence. The Kalman
gain will be adjusted according the increased uncertainty of
the predicted states when measurement is available, which
ensures a quick decrease in estimation error.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND VALIDATION

This section describes the experimental setup used to track
a needle inserted through the soft-tissue simulant. Two types
of experiments are performed to evaluate the performance of
the needle tip tracking system, and results are presented.

A. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup used to track flexible needles
during insertion is shown in Fig. 5. The used needles are
fabricated from Nitinol (nickel and titanium alloy, with
a Young’s Modulus of 75 GPa), which are bevel-tipped
with an angle of 30◦. Two different needle diameters are
used, φ 0.5 mm and φ 1.0 mm. A gelatin mixture is used to
simulate breast-tissue elasticity properties [24]. The elasticity
properties of 35 kPa are obtained by mixing (by-weight)

gelatin powder (14.9%) (Dr. Oetker, Ede, The Netherlands)
with water (84.1%) and silica gel 63 (1.0%) (E. Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany) [25]. A realistic testing scenario is
provided by adding silica gel, which mimics the acoustic
scattering effects in tissue visible in ultrasound images. The
needle is inserted by the two-DOF NID. The NID allows
the needle to be translated along and rotated about the
longitudinal axis [26]. The ultrasound images are obtained
by an 18 MHz transducer using a Siemens Acuson S2000
ultrasound system (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany). Dur-
ing image acquisition the following settings were used: A
frequency of 16 MHz, −12 dB power level and 3 cm scan
depth. The images are transferred for image processing to
a computer (64-bit, 2.27 GHz Intel Xeon, 12-GB internal
memory, 64-bit Windows 7) via S-video output at 25 Hz. The
resolution corresponding to the scan depth (3 cm) is 0.12 mm
per pixel. The ultrasound transducer is clamped in a three-
DOF Cartesian positioning device. The device consists of
three orthogonally-placed translational stages LX30, LX26
and LX20 (Misumi Group Inc., Tokyo, Japan) to enable
movement in x-, y- and z-axes of frame (Ψp) in Fig. 3, re-
spectively. Each stage is actuated by an ECMax22 motor with
a GP32/22 gearhead (Maxon Motor, Sachseln, Switzerland),
which is velocity controlled by an Elmo Whistle 2.5/60
motor controller (Elmo Motion Control Ltd, Petach-Tikva,
Israel). The positioning accuracy of the device is determined
at 27 µm, 35 µm and 41 µm along the x-, y- and z-
axes (frame (Ψp)), respectively. The ultrasound transducer
is securely clamped by a 3D-printed holder.

B. Experimental Plan

A reference measurement is used to validate the needle
tip pose obtained using ultrasound tracking. The needle tip
pose for an undeflected needle can be computed by,

H0
t = H0

nHn
t , (8)

where H0
n is the homogeneous transformation from frame

(Ψn) relative to frame (Ψ0), and Hn
t is the transformation

matrix from frame (Ψt) relative to frame (Ψn) (Fig. 3).
For an undeflected needle, the homogeneous transformation
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Fig. 5. The experimental setup used for three-dimensional needle tip
tracking. 1© Needle insertion device. 2© Soft-tissue simulant based on
gelatin mixture. 3© Ultrasound transducer. 4© Ultrasound image with a
radial cross-sectional view of the needle. 5© Robotic ultrasound transducer
positioning device.

matrix (Hn
t ) can be described by a translation mapping in

the x-axis (frame (Ψ0)) equal to the length of the needle. If
the needle is rotated during insertion with sufficiently high
rotational velocity relative to its insertion velocity, a straight
insertion will be achieved i.e., drilling motion (Case I). For
such a needle motion profile, the tip pose error between
frames ((Ψt) and (Ψt̂)) can be formulated by a closed
kinematic chain,

E = H0
tH

t
nHn

0 , (9)

where E ∈ R4×4 represents the needle tip pose error, which
is ideally described by the identity matrix. The experiments
performed to validate real-time needle tip tracking by eval-
uating the needle tip pose error (E) are given in Case I
(Table I). The accuracy in needle deflection is validated by
Case II (Table I). In Case II, the needle is inserted and
rotated (360◦) over the insertion depth, which results in a
helical needle shape. A sweep is performed with a velocity
of 3 mm/s to acquire the needle shape. For points along
the x-axis (frame (Ψ0)), the needle deflection in and about
y- and z-axes (frame (Ψ0)) are evaluated. It is assumed that
the obtained needle shape remains unchanged after insertion,
which allows the static shape data to be compared with real-
time needle tip tracking data.

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL CASES: CASE I-VALIDATION OF REAL-TIME NEEDLE

TIP TRACKING. POSITIONS AND ORIENTATIONS OF THE NEEDLE TIP ARE

EVALUATED BY THE NEEDLE TIP POSE ERROR (E). TRACKING IS

VALIDATED FOR THREE INSERTION VELOCITIES (‖vi‖) AND TWO

INSERTION DEPTHS (d). A NEEDLE DIAMETER OF φ 1.0 MM IS USED.
FOR EVERY MILLIMETER INSERTED, A FULL ROTATION (360◦) IS

PERFORMED. CASE II-VALIDATION OF NEEDLE TIP DEFLECTION DURING

INSERTION. THE NEEDLE WITH A DIAMETER OF φ 0.5 MM IS INSERTED

AND ROTATED (360◦) OVER THE INSERTION DEPTH (d) TO OBTAIN A

HELICAL SHAPE.

‖vi‖ [mm] d [mm]
Case 1 3 5 40 80 110
I.1

√ √
I.2

√ √
I.3

√ √
I.4

√ √
I.5

√ √
I.6

√ √

II
√ √

C. Experimental Results

The results from experiments in Cases I and II are pro-
vided in Table II. Each experiment is repeated ten times.
The mean absolute errors in the tracked tip positions (εx, εy
and εz) and orientations (εθand εψ) during insertion between
frames (Ψt and Ψt̂) are reported. In Case I, a φ 1.0 mm
needle is used to increase the likelihood of a straight inser-
tion. For Case II, a φ 0.5 mm needle is used to increase
deflection during insertion. Maximum errors in positions
are 0.64 mm (Case I.3), 0.25 mm (Case II) and 0.27 mm
(Case II) along the x-, y- and z-axes, respectively. Maximum
errors in orientation about the y-axis (θ) and z-axis (φ)
are 2.68◦ (Case I.4) and 2.83◦ (Case I.4), respectively.

D. Discussion

In Case I (drilling motion), frame (Ψt) is attached to the
needle tip which rotates about its x-axis at high rotational
velocity (1-5 rotations per second). This results in a continu-
ously interchanging y- and z-axes. Hence, we observe similar
values for εy and εz . Experiments from Case I show that an
increase in needle insertion velocity increases the error (εx),
which could be explained by an increase in aberration of the
ultrasound transducer during insertions at higher velocities.
By decreasing the needle insertion velocity to 1 mm/s, the
maximum error (εx) is reduced by 166.7%. Further from
Case I, it can be observed that for longer insertions (80 mm),
the maximum errors (εy and εz) both increase by 57.1%.
Since different needle insertion velocities show no affect on
the needle deflection errors (εy and εz) for Case I, Case II
is only conducted at 3 mm/s insertion velocity. Although it
can not be ruled out that tracking accuracy deteriorates over
the insertion depth. In Case II, errors (εy and εz) increased
by 13.6% and 22.7% as compared to Case I.6, respectively.
This could be explained by the increased insertion depth.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This study presents a 3D needle tip tracking system that
uses 2D ultrasound images. A 2D ultrasound transducer is
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TABLE II
NEEDLE POSITION AND ORIENTATION ERRORS FOR CASES I AND II ARE

PRESENTED. MEAN ABSOLUTE ERRORS BETWEEN FRAMES (Ψt AND Ψt̂)
ARE REPORTED WITH THEIR STANDARD DEVIATIONS. ERRORS (εx , εy
AND εz ) REPRESENTS THE POSITION ERRORS ALONG THE x-, y- AND

z-AXES, RESPECTIVELY, WHILE εθ AND εφ REPRESENT THE

ORIENTATION ERRORS ABOUT THE y- AND z-AXES, RESPECTIVELY.
Please refer to the attached video that demonstrates the results of

real-time three-dimensional tracking.

Case εx εy εz εθ εφ
[mm] [mm] [mm] [degree] [degree]

I.1 0.24±0.16 0.14±0.04 0.14±0.04 2.57±0.47 2.59±0.47
I.2 0.36±0.10 0.11±0.04 0.11±0.04 1.58±0.32 1.57±0.34
I.3 0.64±0.11 0.13±0.08 0.13±0.10 1.68±0.65 1.69±0.78
I.4 0.24±0.10 0.18±0.08 0.18±0.08 2.68±1.22 2.83±1.36
I.5 0.31±0.01 0.15±0.06 0.15±0.06 1.13±1.32 1.40±1.43
I.6 0.48±0.09 0.22±0.12 0.22±0.12 1.14±0.29 1.19±0.32
II - 0.25±0.06 0.27±0.06 1.63±0.57 1.39±0.24

placed perpendicular to the needle tip to measure its position
in real-time. During insertion a positioning device is used to
reposition the ultrasound transducer, which provides needle
tip pose feedback. Experiments show maximum errors in tip
positions along the x-, y- and z-axes are 0.64 mm, 0.25 mm
and 0.27 mm, respectively. Maximum error in tip orientations
about y-(θ) and z-(φ)-axes are observed as 2.68◦ and 2.83◦,
respectively.

For future work, we will combine tracking with needle
steering updated by a path planner, which will enable the
needle to be steered around an obstacle towards a target. By
combining these systems, improved accuracy of minimally
invasive medical procedures can be achieved. Also modifica-
tions to the ultrasound transducer positioning device will be
made to track curved soft-tissue surfaces. Further, the use of
needle tip tracking in biological tissue will be investigated.
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Abstract

Needle insertion procedures are commonly used in minimally invasive surgery
(MIS). In this paper, we develop a three-dimensional closed-loop control
algorithm to robotically steer flexible needles with an asymmetric tip to-
wards a target in a soft-tissue simulant. A novel technique which uses two-
dimensional ultrasound is used to track the needle tip motion and provides
the needle tip pose. The needle tip pose is used in a customized rapidly
exploring random trees based motion planner to determine the needle tra-
jectory. The needle is steered in an environment where obstacle and target
motion occur. In order to evaluate the proposed needle steering method,
experiments are performed which show targeting errors of 3.45 mm (RMS).

1. Introduction

Needle insertion into soft tissue is a common minimally invasive surgical
procedure. Percutaneous needles are used for diagnostic and therapeutic
purposes such as biopsy and brachytherapy, respectively. Imaging modalities
such as ultrasound and magnetic resonance (MR) images, and computed
tomography (CT) scans are often used during needle insertion procedures
to determine the positions of the needle and target for accurate needle tip
placement. Inaccurate placement may result in misdiagnosis during biopsy,
and unsuccessful treatment during brachytherapy. Rigid needles are used
in such procedures, but they do not provide the clinician with sufficient
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Figure 1: A flexible bevel-tipped needle is steered in the soft-tissue simulant by using a
device that inserts and rotates the needle. The needle deflects along a curved trajectory
in the direction of the bevel tip. A two-dimensional ultrasound transducer, which is
orientated perpendicular to the needle insertion direction, is used to track the needle tip
in three-dimensional space during insertion. A transducer positioning device is used to
track the needle tip during insertion in order to compute the needle tip pose. The needle
tip pose is used to plan and control the needle motion along a desired trajectory to reach
a target while avoiding obstacles.

steering capabilities to reach the intended target [2]. Flexible needles were
introduced to facilitate curved paths to reach the target. They are used to
avoid sensitive tissue that might be located along the needle path [17, 20, 7].
Flexible needles with an asymmetric tip (bevel tip) naturally deflects during
insertion into soft tissue [33, 23]. Needle deflections due to tip-asymmetry is
used to steer the needle towards a target [2, 20].

In recent studies, models for needle deflection were presented. These mod-
els are used to steer the flexible needle in two-dimensional (2D) space, as in
the clinical setting, needle insertion is guided by medical imaging modalities
(ultrasound, CT, and MRI). Thus, many studies focused on 2D motion plan-
ning [4, 5, 28]. DiMaio and Salcudean presented a path planning algorithm
that relates the needle motion at the base (outside the soft-tissue phantom)
to the tip motion inside the tissue [9]. A three-dimensional (3D) deflec-
tion model of bevel-tipped flexible needles was developed by Duindam et al.
[11]. Several studies presented a 3D path planning models based on Rapidly-
exploring Random Trees (RRTs) [27, 30, 34]. These studies demonstrated
simulation results to verify the models. A steering algorithm is required to
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validate the models experimentally.
Steering algorithms were developed to control the needle to follow the

planned path. Glozman and Shoham developed an image-guided closed-loop
control algorithm for steering flexible needles [16]. Fluoroscopic images were
used for feedback of the needle position during insertion. The flexible needle
was modeled as a beam supported by virtual springs. They solved forward
and inverse kinematics of the needle for path planning. Neubach and Shoham
used ultrasound scanning for image-guided 2D steering [24]. Hauser et al.
developed a 3D feedback controller that steers the needle along a helical
path [18]. The results of Hauser et al. were based on simulations, and
experiments were not performed for validation. Experimental validation of
the path planning and steering algorithms requires real-time tracking of the
needle during insertion.

Needle tracking techniques were developed based on ultrasound and flu-
oroscopic image segmentation to determine the needle shape during the in-
sertion procedure [16, 24]. The spatial resolution of 3D ultrasound images
is limited and the refresh rate of a 3D image in low [25], and the use of x-
ray-based imaging (CT or fluoroscopy) exposes the patient to high doses of
ionizing radiation [14]. MR imaging suffers from low refresh rate and incom-
patibility with magnetic materials [10]. Electromagnetic position tracking
sensors [2, 15] are used for 3D needle tracking, but its accuracy is sensitive
to ferromagnetic materials in the range of measurement.

A novel technique is presented to track flexible needles in 3D using a 2D
ultrasound transducer. The 2D ultrasound transducer is placed at the needle
tip, perpendicular to the direction of needle insertion (Fig. 1). The trans-
ducer is repositioned during insertion at the needle tip by a positioning de-
vice, which allows for computation of the tip pose. Repositioning of the
transducer enables 3D real-time tracking of the needle tip through the soft-
tissue simulant. The needle tip pose is used for path planning to determine
feasible needle trajectories to reach a target.

The developed path planning algorithm is used to estimate the needle
trajectory during insertion. The algorithm computes feasible needle tra-
jectories during insertion (online), and selects the optimal trajectory using
clinically motivated criteria such as minimizing insertion length or maximiz-
ing the distance to obstacles. The needle steering method is implemented
by using duty cycling spinning of the needle during insertion [13]. Duty
cycling relaxes the constraint on constant-curvature of the needle allowing
any curvature between straight and the constant radius of curvature. To the
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best of our knowledge, the use of 3D ultrasound tracking combined with 3D
path planning for needle steering to reach a moving target while avoiding an
obstacle has not been demonstrated experimentally.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2.1 explains the methods used
for real-time needle tip pose computation. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 describes the
methods used for 3D motion planning and flexible needle steering, respec-
tively. Section 2.4 discusses the experimental setup. The experimental plan,
results and discussion are provided in Section 3, followed by conclusions and
recommendations for future work in Section 4.

2. Methods

This section presents the methods to track, plan and steer flexible needles
to avoid an obstacle and reach a target. First, the estimation of the needle
tip pose is described. Further, the path planning method used to determine
the optimal needle trajectory to reach a target while avoiding obstacles is
presented. Subsequently, the needle steering method to control the needle
motion is given. Finally, the experimental setup is presented.

2.1. Ultrasound Needle Tip Tracking

The method to track the flexible needle tip in 3D space using 2D ultra-
sound images is presented in this subsection. First, the processing of ultra-
sound images to determine the needle location is described. Subsequently,
the needle location in ultrasound images is used to compute the needle tip
pose. Finally, the controller used to position the ultrasound transducer at
the needle tip is explained.

2.1.1. Ultrasound Image Processing

Ultrasound images are processed to compute the needle tip pose which
is used for needle steering. The 2D ultrasound transducer is placed perpen-
dicular to the needle insertion axis as shown in Fig. 1. The resulting 2D
ultrasound image provides a radial cross-sectional view of the needle. The
ideally circular shape of the radial cross-sectional view of the needle is de-
formed by an artifact known as reverberation (Fig. 2(a)). The artifact occurs
when sound waves are repeatedly reflected between materials with acoustic
impedance differences [3]. These differences in acoustic impedance between
needle and soft-tissue simulant causes multiple bouncing sound waves in the
needle before returning back to the transducer. The resulting artifact, which
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Figure 2: The ultrasound image processing steps performed to determine the needle cen-
troid position (yc,zc). (a) The ultrasound image shows a radial cross-sectional view of the
needle affected by the comet tail artifact (CTA). A cropped section from this image is used
for image processing. (b) A median filter is applied to reduce speckle in the ultrasound
image. (c) Thresholding is used to obtain a binary image of the needle. (d) Erosion and
subsequently dilation are applied to remove the remaining speckle in the ultrasound im-
age. (e) A feature extraction algorithm (Hough Transform) is used to find a vertical line
segment denoted by AB, which describes the needle with CTA. (f) The needle centroid
position (yc,zc) is evaluated from A in the direction of B at a distance equal to the needle
radius, and displayed as the center of the red circle.

is visible in ultrasound images has a tail-shaped structure of equally spaced
echoes along the sound wave. The length of the tail-shaped structure depends
on the bouncing echoes that are received by the transducer. The artifact is
often referred to as the comet tail artifact (CTA) [19].

An image processing method is developed to locate the needle centroid
from the radial cross-sectional view of the needle which is affected by the
CTA. The proposed method consists of a series of image processing techniques
used to determine the needle centroid independent of the influences of the
CTA. The needle in ultrasound images is enhanced by a series of basic image
processing techniques, including median filtering, thresholding, and erosion
and dilation in Fig. 2(b),(c) and (d), respectively. The enhanced image of
the needle is used to determine the needle centroid. A feature extraction
algorithm based on Hough transform is used to find a set of vertical line
segments which describe the needle centroid affected by the CTA. The length
of each line segment must be equal or greater than the needle diameter. A
mean line segment (AB) is determined using the set of vertical line segments
(Fig. 2(e)). The line segment (AB) describes the needle with CTA under the
assumption that the tale shaped structure of the CTA is symmetric along the
sound wave. Variations in the size of the tail shaped structure are dependent
on the echoes that return to the transducer and affect the mean line segment
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at B. Point A of mean line segment (AB) is not affected by the CTA, and
represents a point on the surface of the needle which is used to determine the
needle centroid location. The needle centroid (yc, zc) is determined from A in
the direction B at a distance equal to the radius of the needle (Fig. 2(f)). The
transducer is positioned above the needle tip during insertion to calculate the
needle tip position (centroid (yc, zc)). This is used to compute the needle tip
pose.

2.1.2. Needle Tip Pose Computation

The coordinate frames required to determine the needle tip pose during
insertion are shown in Fig. 3. The needle is inserted in the soft-tissue simulant
along the x-axis (frame (Ψ0)) with an insertion velocity (vi) using a needle
insertion device (NID). The NID also facilitates needle rotation about the x-
axis (frame (Ψ0)), which allows the needle to bend in a controlled direction.
In order to determine the needle tip pose as it moves through the soft-tissue
simulant, the needle tip position,

p0
t =

[
px py pz

]T
, (1)

with respect to the fixed reference frame (Ψ0) is computed. The needle cen-
troid (yc, zc), describes the computed tip frame (Ψt̂) in the ultrasound image
frame (Ψu). The frames (Ψu and Ψp) coincide for computational simplicity.
Frame (Ψp) is attached to the positioning device end-effector, and is used to
describe the transducer position with respect to frame Ψ0. Thus, by using co-
ordinate transformations, the needle tip position (p0

t ) can be expressed in the
fixed reference frame. In order to compute p0

t , the ultrasound image plane
must be located at the tip. Therefore, the transducer needs to be reposi-
tioned along the insertion axis (x-axis of frame (Ψ0)) according to the needle
tip motion. It is assumed that the needle does not buckle during insertion.
Hence, the needle tip velocity (‖ṗ0

t‖) equals to the insertion velocity (‖vi‖)
at the base,

‖vi‖ =
√

ṗ2x + ṗ2y + ṗ2z. (2)

This relation can be used to determine the required transducer motion along
the x-axis (frame (Ψ0)) to compensate for the needle tip motion. Thus, by
rewriting (2), the required transducer motion is given by,

ṗx =
√
‖vi‖2 − ṗ2y − ṗ2z, (3)
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Figure 3: The various coordinate frames used to compute the needle tip pose: Frame (Ψ0)
is used as fixed reference frame located at the needle entry point. Frame (Ψn) is attacted
to the needle insertion device end-effector, while frame (Ψp) is located at the end-effector
of the transducer positioning device. Frame (Ψu) is fixed to the ultrasound image plane.
Frame (Ψt) is located at the needle tip, while frame (Ψt̂) is fixed at the computed needle
tip location. The ultrasound transducer aberration along the needle insertion axis (x-axis
of frame Ψ0) is denoted by ±λ.

where the insertion velocity is corrected using the tip velocities (ṗy and ṗz)
which are the derivatives of needle tip positions (py and pz), respectively. In
order to compute the needle tip pose, orientations of ψ, θ and φ (about the x-
, y- and z-axes, respectively) are required. The NID controls the needle tip
orientation about its x-axis. Torsional stiffness of the needle shaft is assumed.
Hence, the needle tip orientation about the x-axis can be determined from the
NID (frame (Ψn)). The orientation of the needle about the y-axis (θ) and z-
axis (φ) are not directly computed. These tip orientations are computed
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Figure 4: An overview of the controller architecture to control the transducer motion in
order to enable real-time three-dimensional needle tip tracking. The transducer motion
along the x-axis (frame (Ψ0)) is computed by the compensator using the needle insertion
velocity vi according to (3). In order to provide closed loop control, gain scheduling (Ke)
according to (8) is applied. In-plane motion (y-axis of frame (Ψ0)) of the needle tip is
compensated by a proportional-derivative-(PD)-controller (proportional gain (Kp = 0.4)
and derivative gain (Kd = 0.1)). The needle tip motion in the z-axis (frame (Ψ0)) is
not compensated for, instead it is used to keep contact between the transducer and the
soft-tissue simulant. The transducer motion is enabled by a Cartesian positioning device
and used to provide the needle tip position (p). The needle tip velocity (ṗ) is obtained by
taking the time derivative of p. The tracker reference signals are denoted pr and ṗr, while
the tracker errors are denoted e and ė, respectively. The process (w) and measurement (v)
noises on the states (p and ṗ) are minimized by a Kalman observer, which also predict the
subsequent state. The estimated needle tip position and velocity are denoted p̂ and ˙̂p),
respectively.

by,

θ = tan−1

(
Δpz
Δpx

)
and φ = tan−1

(
Δpy
Δpx

)
, (4)

respectively. The rotation matrix (R0
t ) is computed using the tip orienta-

tions (ψ, θ and φ). The tip pose is known, since position (p0
t ) and orien-

tation (R0
t ) are known. Hence, the homogeneous transformation is given

by,

H0
t =

[
R0

t p0
t

0T
3 1

]
, (5)

which describes the needle tip frame (Ψt) with respect to the reference
frame (Ψ0). In order to calculate the needle tip pose during insertion, a
controller is implemented to position the ultrasound transducer accurately.
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2.1.3. Ultrasound Image-Guided Controller

The ultrasound transducer is positioned at the needle tip using the con-
troller architecture presented in Fig. 4. The needle tip position is denoted
by p, and its corresponding time derivative representing the tip velocity by ṗ.
Unless otherwise stated, the variables used in this sub-section are expressed
in the fixed reference frame (Ψ0), which is not included in the notation for
simplicity. The transducer moves in the needle insertion direction (x-axis of
frame (Ψ0)) using a compensator according to the computed needle tip ve-
locity (ṗx) (3). Improper estimation of velocity (ṗx) results in a positioning
error between transducer and needle tip along the x-axis (frame (Ψ0)), which
is considered to be the transducer aberration denoted by λ. The aberration
is given by,

λ =| px − p̂x |, (6)

where px represents the needle tip position and p̂x its estimate provided by
the controller. The transducer aberration (λ) introduces an error in the
computed needle tip pose,

Ht̂
t = Ht̂

0H
0
t , (7)

where Ht̂
t ∈ R4×4 represents the pose error between frames (Ψt and Ψt̂),

which ideally equals the identity matrix.
Closed-loop control is required to minimize the computed needle tip pose

error. The computed needle tip pose error is reduced by minimizing the
transducer aberration (λ). This is achieved by adding a velocity gain (Ke)
to the computed velocity (ṗx), which provides additional control. Thus, by
scheduling of Ke, the transducer velocity can be increased or decreased when
the needle is in- or out-of-plane, respectively. Hence, by scheduling of the
velocity gain according to

Ke =

{
1.05 if needle is in-plane
0.5 if needle is out-of-plane

, (8)

closed loop control is achieved (Ke is estimated empirically). The imposed
gain scheduling controller forces the transducer to move towards the nee-
dle tip, and thus, minimizes λ. A standard proportional-derivative-(PD)-
controller is used to control the transducer motion along the y-axis (frame
Ψ0), and this allows the needle tip to move beyond the transducer image
width (5.5 cm). The transducer does not move according to the needle tip
position along the z-axis (frame Ψ0). Transducer motion along the z-axis
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(frame Ψ0) is primarily used to maintain contact between the transducer
and the soft-tissue simulant surface to provide clear ultrasound images. In
order to minimize the influence of process and measurement noise on the
states (p and ṗ), a Kalman observer is added [6]. Further, the Kalman ob-
server is used to determine the subsequent states. If the transducer moves
ahead of the needle (loss of visibility), the subsequent states are computed
using the needle tip velocity. The uncertainty of the projected states over
time increases without measurement updates. Hence, it is essential to min-
imize the duration of measurement absence. Upon return of measurement
data, the Kalman gain will be adapted according the increased uncertainty
of the projected states, ensuring a decrease in estimation error.

2.2. Motion Planning

We use a fast motion planner for steerable needles presented by Patil et al.
in a closed-loop fashion under ultrasound image-guidance to automatically
reach targets in 3D environments while avoiding obstacles and compensat-
ing for real-world uncertainties [27]. In contrast to the standard practice of
planning a feasible trajectory and using a feedback controller for correcting
uncertain perturbations, the motion planner is fast enough to correct for
perturbations in needle, obstacle, or target motion as they occur. This elim-
inates the need for a separate feedback controller, which is difficult to create
and tune for under-actuated, nonholonomic devices like steerable needles.

The motion planning algorithm is based on a customized, sampling-based
rapidly exploring random trees motion planner that speeds up needle steering
motion planning to the point that it can be done in real-time with typical
needle insertion velocities [21]. Prior work on motion planning for steer-
able needles in 3D assumes that the curvature is a constant, which severely
restricts the range of motion of the needle tip [34, 12, 26]. This makes it diffi-
cult for planners to compute a feasible motion plan in 3D environments with
obstacles, thus sacrificing optimality or completeness. In contrast, the plan-
ner assumes a variable curvature kinematic model that allows us to compute
trajectories composed of circular arcs of bounded curvature and uses duty
cycled spinning during insertion to adjust the needle’s net curvature [22].
The planner also makes use of reachability-guided sampling for efficient ex-
pansion of the rapidly-exploring search tree to significantly improve planner
performance [30]. These customizations help us achieve orders of magnitude
reduction in computation time compared to prior sampling-based planners
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and make the planner suitable for closed-loop needle steering [34]. We refer
the reader to Patil et al. for additional details on the planning algorithm [34].

Given preoperative medical images, the clinician can specify the insertion
location and target region as well as sensitive structures such as glands or
blood vessels, and other obstacles such as bones. After specifying the entire
environment, the planner computes an initial plan. The corresponding com-
puted control outputs are used to predict the needle tip pose after execution
of these controls. The computed controls are then applied to the needle,
while simultaneously the predicted tip pose is used for replanning. The plan-
ner then operates in a closed-loop fashion by constantly replanning using the
predicted needle tip pose evaluated from the actual needle tip pose (H0

t ) (5)
obtained from the ultrasound tracking system. We also take into account the
actual positions of the target and the obstacles at each replanning step. At
each step, multiple feasible motion plans are computed and a high quality
plan is selected based on clinically motivated criteria such as minimizing the
length of the path (to minimize tissue cut) or maximizing clearance from ob-
stacles (to maximize safety). The first set of control inputs comprising of the
insertion and twist speeds is sent to the needle insertion device for execution
and the process is repeated till the needle reaches the target (see Fig. 5).

2.3. Duty Cycled Needle Steering

The planner computes a sequence of variable curvature circular arcs that
steers the needle from the specified needle tip pose to the target. However,
the needle is only capable of following constant curvature paths when inserted
in soft-tissue simulants. We approximate any curvature (κ) between 0 and
the maximum natural curvature (κ0) by duty cycling the rotation of the
needle [22]. The variable curvature (duty cycling) is achieved by alternating
between (I) insertion with rotation, in which the needle moves straight by
spinning at a constant, and (II) insertion without rotation, in which the
needle follows a path of maximum curvature, rate. Needle spinning must be
a multiple of full rotations in order to preserve the same axial angle every
time. Duty cycling is implemented for needle steering by moving a fixed
distance each cycle and spinning with a fixed twist speed (ωspin). Let δ be
the duration of each duty cycling interval, which is composed of a spin interval
of duration (δspin) and an insertion interval of duration (δins), as illustrated
in Fig. 6(a). Let α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) be the proportion of the time spent in spin
intervals, i.e., α = δspin/δ, where δ = δspin + δins. The empirical relationship
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Figure 5: Closed-loop needle steering via fast replanning: Given the actual needle tip pose,
target region, a specification of the obstacles in the environment, and characterization of
the steerable needle’s properties, we use a fast, randomized motion planner to compute
in the available time many feasible motion plans (top left). The method selects the best
plan based on clinically motivated optimization criteria such as minimizing path length
or maximizing clearance from obstacles (top right). We execute the first control input of
the plan and measure the needle tip pose using the ultrasound tracking system (bottom).
The actual tip pose deviates from the predicted pose because of uncertainty. We repeat
the planning process, hence replanning, starting from the actual tip pose. We also provide
the displaced target position and displaced configurations of obstacles in the environment
as input to the planner. Closed-loop steering is capable of automatically steering the
needle to targets in three-dimensional environments while avoiding obstacles and correcting
perturbations in needle, obstacle, or target motion as they occur.

between κ and α is expressed as:

α = h(κ), 0 ≤ κ ≤ κ0, (9)

where h(κ) is dependent on the mechanical properties of the needle and soft-
tissue simulant and is determined by fitting a polynomial function to the
empirical data gathered during characterization experiments as described
below.

Given a circular arc of desired curvature (κ), we use (9) to determine α.
Since the needle tip arrives at the same axial angle at the end of each spin
interval, the duration of the spin interval δspin = (2kπ/ωspin), k ∈ Z. We then
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Figure 6: (a) The time duration (Δ) is split into multiple (three) intervals of duration
δ each for β = 1/3. Each interval is then composed of two intervals: (I) a spin interval
of duration δspin = (2kπ/ωspin), k ∈ Z in which the needle is both inserted and rotated,
and (II) an insertion interval of duration δins in which the needle is only inserted without
any rotation. (b) Characterization of the relationship α = h(κ) for needle insertion in the
soft-tissue simulant.

compute the quantities δ = (δspin/α) and δins = (δ − δspin). The low level
control inputs during a duty cycle interval are given by:

v(t) = vins, 0 ≤ t ≤ Δ/δ (10)

ω(t) =

{
ωspin if jδ < t ≤ jδ + δspin

0 if jδ + δspin < t ≤ (j + 1)δ
, (11)

where vins is the default insertion speed of the needle, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,Δ/δ},
and Δ/δ is the total number of duty cycle intervals required to span the
duration of each replanning step Δ. This allows us to compute the control
inputs required for actuation (insertion and twists) of the needle.

Duty cycling requires that we characterize the maximum curvature (κ0)
of the needle and determine the empirical relationship (h(κ)) between the
curvature (κ) and the duty cycling factor (α). We empirically determined
that h(κ) is dependent on the mechanical properties of the needle and the
tissue and is not necessarily linear as demonstrated by prior work with duty
cycled needle steering [22]. To construct the relationship (h(κ)), we varied
the value of α between 0 and 1 in increments of 0.2. We then computed the
duration of the duty cycling interval (δ) for a time interval Δ = 1.66 sec.
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Given a fixed insertion speed (vins) and twist speed (ωspin), we command the
actuators during each duty cycling interval with control inputs computed
using (11).

The application of these controls causes the needle tip to traverse a circu-
lar arc of variable curvature κ in a plane. We performed repeated insertions
of the needle for up to 50mm in the soft-tissue simulant. We computed a
best-fit polynomial curve with a fixed maximum degree (= 3) that minimized
the sum of the squared errors of the data points from the curve. This curve
defines the relationship α = h(κ). An important point to note is that the
smaller the distance (vinsδ) traveled by the needle tip in every duty cycling
interval, the better the approximation of κ. We used an insertion distance
of 5mm per duty cycling interval for our experiments.

To determine the effective curvature (κ) of the planar arc, we recorded
the needle tip pose (H0

t ) after the end of each duty cycling interval for N such
intervals. We observed that the needle tip deviated from the plane because
of initialization errors and other sources of uncertainty. To robustly estimate
κ, we fit a circle to the set of 3D points given by p0

t ∈ R3, t = 0, . . . , N .
We accomplished this by first computing a best-fit plane that minimized the
sum of the squared orthogonal distances from each point to the plane by
performing principal component analysis (PCA) on the set of points. We
then projected the points onto the first two principal components that span
the plane and then fitted a circle to the set of projected 2D points using
a robust circle fitting algorithm [31]. The curvature (κ) was obtained by
taking the reciprocal of the radius of this fitted circle. Fig. 6(b) shows the
relationship α = h(κ) for needle insertion in soft-tissue simulant used for our
experiments. The needle achieved a maximum curvature κ0 = 0.017 ,mm−1.

2.4. Setup

The experimental setup which is dispayed in Fig. 7 can be divided into
two parts. First, the insertion device in which the needle is allowed to be
inserted and rotated about its axis. A telescopic sheath surrounds the needle
to prevent buckling during insertion into the soft-tissue phantom. The de-
tails of the needle insertion device are presented in [32, 29]. The setup also
includes a transducer positioning device which allows the ultrasound trans-
ducer to move in 3D. The transducer positioning device consists of three
linear translation stages LX30, LX26 and LX20 (Misumi Group Inc., Tokyo,
Japan) to enable movement in x-, y- and z-axes (frame (Ψ0)) (Fig. 3), re-
spectively. An ECMax22 motor with a GP32/22 gearhead (Maxon Motor,
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Figure 7: The experimental setup used to track and steer a flexible needle to reach a
target while avoiding an obstacle. The needle, which is controlled at its base (inset) by a
needle insertion device 1© is inserted into the soft-tissue simulant 2©. The two-dimensional
ultrasound transducer 3© is positioned above the needle tip during insertion by a transducer
positioning device 4©, which provides feedback for steering.

Sachseln, Switzerland), is used to actuate the linear stages. The velocity of
each stage is controlled by an Elmo Whistle 2.5/60 motor controller (Elmo
Motion Control Ltd, Petach-Tikva, Israel). The positioning accuracy of the
device is 27μm, 35μm and 41μm along the x-, y- and z-axes, respectively.
A clamp is used to attach the ultrasound transducer to the linear stages
of the positioning device. The ultrasound images are obtained using an 18
MHz transducer connected to a Siemens Acuson S2000 ultrasound machine
(Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany). The ultrasound machine is linked to a
computer using an S-video cable that transfers the images (720× 576 pixels)
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with a frame rate of 25 frames per second.
The ultrasound images are used to track the needle during insertion into

a soft-tissue simulant. The soft-tissue simulant is made of a gelatin mix-
ture [29]. The elasticity of the gelatin mixture is used to mimic the human
breast tissue is 35 kPa. Silica powder is added to the mixture to simulate the
acoustic scattering of human tissue. The flexible needle is made of Nitinol
alloy (nickel and titanium). The Nitinol needle has a diameter of 0.5 mm
with a bevel angle (at the tip) of 30◦.

3. Experiments

3.1. Experimental Plan

Experiments are conducted to validate the proposed tracking, path plan-
ning and steering algorithms. The complete system is evaluated by steering
the needle towards a target while avoiding an obstacle. The final needle
tip position is evaluated in order to determine the targeting accuracy. The
targeting accuracy represent the goal of needle steering which is reaching
a certain position in 3D space while avoiding an obstacle (by following the
optimal path) (Fig. 8). The experiments are conducted to estimate the sys-
tem accuracy by applying different insertion scenarios. Three experimental
cases are performed to validate the proposed control system. Each case is
performed five times.

• In Case I, the needle is steered to avoid a virtual obstacle and reach a
virtual target at a specific location.

• In Case II, the needle is steered to avoid a virtual obstacle and reach a
moving virtual target (size 2.0 mm).

• In Case III, the needle is steered to avoid a moving virtual obstacle and
reach a moving virtual target (size 2.0 mm).

The proposed virtual obstacle has a cylindrical shape (e.g., blood vessel)
with a 20 mm diameter. The obstacle location is set to (60/4/0) mm in
the (x/y/z)-axes (frame (Ψ0)). Obstacle motion is simulated in Case III.
At needle insertion, the obstacle is moved with a velocity of 0.3 mm/s in
the negative y-axis (frame (Ψ0)) for a period of 10 seconds. The simulated
obstacle motion is used to evaluate the tolerance in a dynamic environment,
where blood vessels, bones and vital organs constantly move. The target
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Figure 8: Experimental needle steering scenario: The needle tip pose is tracked using an
ultrasound transducer (Fig 7). A cylindrical-shaped obstacle (blood vessel) is placed in
the direct path of the needle to reach a spherical target. Needle paths are computed (green
lines) using a customized sampling-based rapidly exploring random trees motion planner.
The feasible needle paths are selected, and an optimal path is chosen which maximizes
the clearance from the obstacle. The needle is steered along the chosen path. During the
various experimental cases, the needle path is replanned online in order to compensate for
the virtual obstacle and target motion.

location is set to (100/-10/-10) mm in the (x/y/z)-axes (frame (Ψ0)). Target
motion is simulated in Cases II and III. After 20 seconds of needle insertion,
the target is moved with a velocity of 0.4 mm/s in the positive x-axis (frame
(Ψ0)) until the target is reached. The simulated target motion results in
a clinically relevant displacement of approximately 7.0 mm [8, 1]. Target
motion is simulated in order to evaluate the effects of the exerted force from
the needle on a real target, causing target motion.
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Table 1: Targeting errors in ultrasound needle steering are presented (Cases I-III). Mean
absolute errors and standard deviations for needle tip targeting along x- (εx), y- (εy) and
z- (εz) (frame (Ψ0)) are provided. The Root Mean Square (RMS) errors and standard
deviations in targeting accuracy are evaluated. Each experiment is repeated five times.

Case εx [mm] εy [mm] εz [mm] RMS [mm]

I 0.05±0.04 1.92±0.83 1.92±0.62 2.78±0.76
II 0.04±0.03 1.30±0.58 0.87±0.50 1.66±0.46
III 0.04±0.03 2.89±0.65 1.67±0.68 3.45±0.25

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Representative experimental needle steering results and Root Mean Square
(RMS) targeting errors: (a) Case I (no obstacle or target motion) - RMS error: 2.78 mm.
(b) Case II (only target motion) - RMS error: 1.66 mm. (c) Case III (both obstacle and
target motion) - RMS error: 3.45 mm. The initial position of the cylindrical obstacle
(blood vessel) is shaded red, while its end position is solid red. The shaded blue sphere
represents the initial target location, while the final target locations is represented by a
solid blue sphere.

3.2. Experimental Results

The results from experiments in Case I, II and III are provide in Table 1.
A single representative experiment of Cases I, II and II are shown in Fig. 9(a),
(b) and (c), respectively. After the needle is steered to reach the target, its
final needle tip location is evaluated with respect to the target location. The
mean absolute errors with standard deviations of the needle tip along x- (εx),
y- (εy) and z- (εz) (frame (Ψ0)) are reported. The Root Mean Square (RMS)
errors are determined in order to evaluate the distance to target. In Case
I where both obstacle and target are stationary, a targeting error of 2.78
mm is reported. For Case II where a stationary obstacle is combined with a
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moving target, a targeting error of 1.66 mm is reported. In Case III where
both obstacle and target motion is simulated, a targeting error of 3.45 mm
is reported.

3.3. Discussion

By comparing Cases I and II, it is observed that the results of Case II
in which target motion is simulated, better targeting accuracy is achieved.
Further, by observing Case III, it is expected, that obstacle motion in this
specific scenario does not influence the targeting accuracy, because of the
planner criteria which maximizes the distance to obstacles. Since the maxi-
mum distance to obstacle is already reached, the available tolerance between
planned path and obstacle is shown. Thus, by comparing Cases II and III,
in which both target motion is simulated, similar targeting accuracies are
expected. Given the differences in targeting accuracies between Cases II and
III, and the similar targeting accuracies in Cases I and III, it can also be ruled
out that target motion effects the targeting accuracy. It is more likely that
external factors like soft-tissue simulant elasticity influence needle steering,
since the experiments are conducted in different soft-tissue simulants. Vari-
ations in the soft-tissue simulant elasticity influences the expected needle
curvature, which influences needle planning and steering.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, three-dimensional needle tip tracking and steering using
two-dimensional (2D) ultrasound is presented. Needle tip tracking is achieved
by a 2D ultrasound transducer which is orientated perpendicular to the di-
rection of needle insertion. The transducer is moved during needle insertion
according to needle tip motion. This allows for the needle tip pose to be
computed. The computed needle tip pose is used to determine possible mo-
tion plans for the needle to reach a target while avoiding obstacles. In this
research, the optimal trajectory is chosen by using a criteria that maximizes
the distance to obstacles. The needle is steered along the optimal trajectory
using duty cycled spinning of the needle. During needle insertion replanning
is used to compensate for perturbation in needle steering, and to consider
obstacle and target motion. The presented work in this study shows the
feasibility of ultrasound needle steering which considers obstacle and target
motion. Experiments show maximum targeting errors of 3.45 mm (RMS) in
cases where obstacle and target motion is simulated.
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For future work, we will investigate the effects of perturbation in needle
steering. Since the predicted needle tip pose is used in replanning, large per-
turbation in needle steering causes in accurate motion plans to be computed.
It is therefore required to investigate the sensitivity to perturbation in needle
steering. Further, more testing scenarios will be applied to investigate ro-
bustness and to evaluate targeting accuracy of the proposed needle steering
system.
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Conclusions

In this study, it is shown that three-dimensional needle tip tracking using two-dimensional (2D)
ultrasound is possible. This is accomplished by orientating the 2D transducer perpendicular to
the needle insertion direction and position it at the needle tip. The required motion of the ultra-
sound transducer during insertion is determined by correcting the needle insertion velocity by tip
velocities. A positioning device is used to reposition the ultrasound transducer during insertion
to provide pose feedback of the needle tip. It is shown that needle tip tracking is achieved with
maximum tracking errors in tip positions along x-, y- and z-axes of 0.64 mm, 0.25 mm and 0.27
mm, respectively. The maximum reported orientation errors about y-, and z-axes are 2.68◦ and
2.83◦, respectively.

The proposed method to determine the needle tip pose using ultrasound needle tracking is used
in path planning and needle steering. The needle tip pose is used in path planning to compute
feasible trajectories to reach a target while avoiding obstacles. In this study, the optimal trajectory
is determined by using a criteria which maximizes the distance to obstacles (maximize safety). The
needle is steered along the trajectory using duty cycled needle steering, which relaxes the constraint
on constant curvature of the needle. During needle insertion, the planner is updated with the
actual needle tip pose, and obstacle and target locations. Replanning allows for compensation of
perturbations in needle steering and to demonstrate the steering capabilities with environmental
changes like target and obstacle motion. Experiments show a bevel-tipped Nitinol needle with a
diameter of 0.5 mm which is successfully maneuvered around a virtual obstacle to reach a virtual
target. Maximum targeting error of 3.5 mm (RMS) are shown, where obstacle and target motion
is simulated. However, more scenarios should be evaluated to verify if this claim holds.
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Recommendations and Future
Work

Future work for this project can be divided into two parts: Ultrasound needle tracking, and needle
steering. In ultrasound tracking, a linear model combined with Kalman observer is used to reduce
noise in the tracking system and to determine the needle tip state evolvement. The linear model
used in this study has shortcomings in describing the needle tip motion. The presented linear
model can be used to describe the needle tip motion for small needle deflections with sufficient
measurement updates. The linear model suffers from inaccurate state predictions in situations
where large needle deflections without measurement updates occur. Therefore non-linear models
capable of modeling the needle tip motion should be considered. From ultrasound images it is
known, that visualization of areas underneath obstacles is limited. By using a non-linear model
which takes control inputs into account, accurate state estimation can be provided when the needle
maneuvers underneath obstacles (e.g., blood vessels, organs and bones).

Further, improved ultrasound needle tracking can be achieved by additional image processing.
The presented image processing algorithm detects the needle in ultrasound images which is affected
by the comet tail artifact (CTA). In experiments using biological tissue (chicken breast), image
processing showed sensitivity for tissue properties (e.g., tendons) in the immediate vicinity of the
needle tip. The contrast between tendon and needle is low which makes it difficult for the proposed
method to distinguish between needle and tendon tissue. Therefore alternative techniques to
determine the needle location or to distinguish between needle and tendon would be useful and
can provide additional robustness. By fusing the results of different image processing techniques,
improved needle position feedback can be achieved and measurement noise reduced.

Further, only flat surfaces are allowed in the current proposed ultrasound tracking method.
In order to provide more relevant needle tip tracking in clinical applications, needle tracking over
curved surface should be considered. This includes the use of force sensors to guarantee contact
between transducer and tracking surface.

In needle steering, we will investigate the effects of perturbation in needle steering. Since
the predicted needle tip pose is used in replanning, large perturbation in needle steering causes
inaccurate motion plans to be computed. It is therefore required to investigate the sensitivity to
perturbation in needle steering.

Also alternatives types of needle steering should be considered. Duty cycling depends on the
constant curvature of the needle which is dependent on needle and tissue properties. In clinically
relevant scenarios tissue properties are commonly unknown, therefore needle steering techniques
with less dependency on tissue properties should be considered.

Further, it can be useful to investigate other types of path planning methods to optimally reach
a target (e.g., mathematically determined optimal trajectories)
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Appendix A: Abstract Submission,
Dutch Biomedical Engineering
Conference.
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ABSTRACT 

One of the most commonly performed minimally invasive surgical procedures is needle inser-

tion. Such needle insertions are often performed either for diagnosis (e.g., biopsies) or therapy 

(e.g., brachytherapy), both of which require accurate needle placement. These procedures are 

frequently performed under ultrasound image-guidance which provides visual feedback. Cli-

nicians usually use rigid bevel-tipped needles that easily cut and penetrate the soft tissue. The 

use of rigid bevel-tipped needles offer limited steering capabilities. Steering allows for the 

compensation of target motion, and the initial misalignment between needle and target. Flexi-

ble bevel-tipped needles offer steering capabilities to compensate for target motion and initial 

misalignment. Further, flexible needles can be steered to avoid sensitive organs and obstacles. 

In order to provide accurate steering, the needle needs to be accurately controlled at its base. 

Steering a flexible needle in three-dimensional (3D) space is a demanding task, and requires 

needle visualization throughout the entire insertion. 

In this study, 3D needle tip pose is obtained by a novel technique which uses a two-

dimensional (2D) ultrasound transducer [1]. The 2D transducer is placed perpendicular to the 

needle insertion direction (Fig. 1). Position measurement of the needle tip in the out-of-plane 

direction of the transducer cannot be obtained directly. Therefore, the transducer needs to be 

positioned at the needle tip during insertion, which is done by a positioning device. Reloca-

tion of the transducer is performed using a Kalman observer and compensator. The observer 

is used to minimize the influence of noise, and to estimate the needle tip position and velocity. 

The compensator uses the needle insertion velocity corrected by tip velocities to determine 

the required out-of-plane motion. Locating the transducer at the needle tip during insertion 

allows for the computation of the tip pose. Experiments show that maximum mean errors in 

needle tip positions are 0.64 mm, 0.25 mm and 0.27 mm along the x-, y- and z-axes, respec-

tively, while the tip orientation errors are 2.68º and 2.83º about y- and z-axes, respectively. 

The tip pose is used to steer the flexible needle towards a target while avoiding obstacles. 

Steering of a flexible needle at its base such that it moves towards a target avoiding obstacles 

requires extensive training and experience. This study uses a customized Rapidly-exploring 

Random Trees (RRTs)-based path planner, to determine feasible trajectories [2]. These trajec-

tories are computed online and consider the constant radius of curvature introduced by the 

asymmetric distributed forces acting on the bevel tip. The trajectory is determined by optimiz-

ing clinically motivated criteria such as minimizing the insertion length to minimize tissue 

damage, or maximizing the minimum clearance to obstacles to maximize safety. Control of 

the needle along such a trajectory is done by duty cycled spinning of the needle during inser-

tion. Duty cycling relaxes the constraint on the constant-curvature of the needle trajectory, 

and allows any needle curvature between straight and the constant radius of curvature. Im-

proved needle steering is achieved by combining visualization with path planning and duty 

cycling, which offers the clinician better targeting accuracy in minimally invasive procedures.  
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Fig. 1 An overview of the needle tip tracking and steering. A flexible bevel-tipped needle is inserted in the soft-tissue 

simulant. The soft-tissue simulant is based on a gelatin mixture (by-weight 14.9% gelatin powder, 84.1% water and 

1.0% silica) simulating the elasticity property of breast-tissue (35 kPa). During insertion the needle deflects along a 

curved trajectory in three-dimensional space depending on the orientation of the bevel tip. The needle is tracked by a 

two-dimensional ultrasound transducer, which is placed perpendicular to the needle insertion direction, as shown in 

the inset. The transducer provides ultrasound images showing a radial cross-sectional view of the needle. The trans-

ducer is robotically repositioned during the insertion in order to provide the needle tip pose. The needle tip pose is 

used in path planning to steer the needle towards a target while avoiding obstacles. 
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Appendix B: Setup Drawings
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Fig. 1. Solid Works Drawing of the ultrasound positioning device (Front view).
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Fig. 2. Solid Works Drawing of the ultrasound positioning device (Side view).
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Fig. 3. Solid Works Drawing of the ultrasound positioning device (Top view).
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Fig. 4. Picture of the ultrasound positioning device holding the ultasound transducer.
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(a) Two-Dimensional (2D) Ultrasound Transducer (b) Three-Dimensional (3D) Ultrasound Transducer

Fig. 5. 3D scans of 2D and 3D ultrasound transducer. 3D scans of the ultrasound transducers are made using a Vivid 910 3D laser scanner (Konica
Minolta Sensing, Inc., Tokyo, Japan)

(a) Part 1 (b) Part 2

Fig. 6. Two-dimensional (2D) ultrasound transducer clamp. The 2D ultrasound transducer is mounted to the positioning device in a fixed pose using a
clamp. (a) Part 1 of the clamp is mounted to the end-effector of the positioning device, while (b) Part 2 of the clamp is used to fix the transducer in Part
1. The designed clamp is 3D printed using a Eden 250 3D printer (Objet Ltd., Rehovot, Israel).
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Appendix C: C++ Software

During the project several parts of C++ software have been written. A platform using C++ was
build to operate the hardware (e.g., Motor controllers, Ultrasound Machine). Several Classes are
written to support:

- CAN Communication
- Elmo Motor Controller
- Needle Insertion Device
- Ultrasound Transducer Positioning Device
- High Resolution Process Timer
- On-line Polynomial Fit
- Ultrasound Image Processing (Needle Comet Tail Artifact Detection)
- Needle Tip Observer (Kalman Observer)
- Needle Tip Tracker
- Duty Cycled Needle Steering
- Data and Video Logging During Experiments
- Three-dimensional Needle Reconstruction in a Volume using Two-Dimensional Ultrasound (Sweep).

Further, a third party path planner was integrated to enable needle steering.
The code has been documented with JavaDoc comments. JavaDoc is a well known documenta-

tion standard which is used for documenting Java classes, but can also be used to document C++
software. JavaDoc commenting of the code allows one to auto-generate documentation belonging
to the code. The documentation provides the user with knowledge about how the code operates.
Further, JavaDoc documentation provides the user with insight of what has been changed between
two software versions. The JavaDoc documentation layout is shown below,
/**
* Title
*
* Description
*
* @author
* @param
* @return
*/

In order to provide version control, a file repository (subversion (SVN)) was created. A branch
ultrasound-guided needle steering was created and updated during the project. The experiments
performed in Part II are performed with software rev. 103 and 104, while the experiments per-
formed in Part III used software rev. 151. Version control allows one to exactly replicate experi-
ments using the same software conditions.
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Appendix D: Kalman Observer
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Kalman Observer

In order to improve the position feedback during ultra-
sound needle tracking, a Kalman observer is added. The
Kalman observer is added to minimize the influence of noise
in the system and the ability to predict the state ahead [1].
The Kalman observer is explained in Algorithm 1. It is
assumed that the needle bends with constant acceleration,
therefore the linear model used to predict the state x̂−k+1|k
and error covariance P−k+1|k ahead is given by:

Φk =

[
I3 ∆t · I3

03×3 I3

]
(1)

where I3 is a three by three identity matrix, 03×3 a three
by three matrix filled with zeros and ∆t the sampling time.
The state vector is given by,

x̂k|k−1 =

[
p̂k

∆p̂k

]
(2)

where p̂k and ∆p̂k are the position and velocity vectors of
the needle tip. The wk and vk represents the process and
measurement noises respectively. These noises are assumed
to be white Gaussian noise that has zero mean, therefore the
covariance matrices are given by,

E[wkwk
T] =

{
Qk n = k
0 n 6= k

(3)

E[vkvk
T] =

{
Rk n = k
0 n 6= k

(4)

where the superscript T denotes the transposed matrix. It is
stated that the measurement noise vk is uncorrelated with the
process noise wk. Due to the lack of prior knowledge on the
process and measurement noises, the matrices Qk and Rk are
manual determined to reduce noise in the system. The projec-
tion ahead will be corrected and the Kalman gain updated if
measurement is available. If the measurement is not available
the projection ahead will be used as estimation directly.
Without measurement update the uncertainty region of the
projection ahead will increase. It is therefore important to
minimize the duration of measurement absence. The Kalman
gain will be adjusted upon return of measurements according
to the projected error covariance ahead. The adapted Kalman
gain ensures a quick decrease in estimation error. The
output x̂k+1|k given by the Kalman observer represents the
optimized needle tip position feedback. An experiment was
performed to demonstrate the reduce in system noise (Fig. 1).
The results are shown in Fig. 2. Results show that by using a
Kalman observer, the noise in the system is reduced and the

Algorithm 1 Kalman observer
Require:

x̂k|k−1 Initial state
Pk|k−1 Initial error covariance

Predict:
1: x̂−k+1|k = Φkx̂k|k−1
2: P−k+1|k = ΦkPk|k−1Φk

T + Qk

Update:
3: if Measurement available then
4: Kk = P−k+1|kHT[HP−k+1|kHT + Rk]−1

5: x̂k+1|k = x̂−k+1|k + Kk[zk −Hx̂k|k−1]

6: Pk+1|k = [I−KkH]P−k+1|k
7: else
8: x̂k+1|k = x̂−k+1|k
9: Pk+1|k = P−k+1|k

10: end if
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Fig. 1. Three-dimensional needle shape. A bevel-tipped flexible needle is
inserted 110 mm and rotated at the same time. During the insertion a full
rotation is performed in order to obtain a helical needle shape.

ability to determine the subsequent state when measurement
is not available is provided.
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Fig. 2. The position measurements of the needle during insertion. tpredict describes a single time interval when no measurement was available and the
Kalman observer predicts the subsequent states. The three plots show the needle tip position of the Kalman observer (red) and the raw needle tip position
directly determined from image processing (blue).
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